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PhD Research Day: 
Latin America and the Caribbean 

Organised by the Centre of Latin American Studies (CLAS) 

Friday 17th May 2019, 09:15 – 17:45 

University of Cambridge 
Alison Richard Building - Room S1 

Graduate students at the University of Cambridge working on Latin America and the 
Caribbean will share their original research in this interdisciplinary one-day 
workshop. This event is intended as an opportunity for students to share their work in 
a supportive environment, get feedback from colleagues and members of staff, engage 
with each other’s ideas and further their research insights in an interdisciplinary 
forum.  
 
Everyone is welcome to attend, but registration is essential to plan catering! 

Free	registration:		
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/phd-research-day-latin-america-and-the-caribbean-
tickets-61158348266 

If you have any queries, please contact Pedro (PML47@cam.ac.uk). 

Pedro Mendes Loureiro and Erika Teichert, organisers 

Agenda 
Panel 1 09:15 - 10:45  Break  10:45 - 11:15 

Ellen Gordon, Emiliano Travieso, and Tami Okamoto 

Panel 2 11:15 - 12:45   Lunch  12:45 - 13:45 

Agnes Gehbald, Victoria Adams, and Viviane Carvalho da Annunciação 

Panel 3 13:45 - 15:15  Break  15:15 - 15:45 

Carly Rodgers, Jennifer Chisholm, and Laura Trajber Waisbich 

Panel 4 15:45 - 16:45  Break  16:45 - 17:00 

Sibylla Warrington, and Sofía Ugarte 

Keynote 17:00 - 17:45 

Dr. Felipe Hernandez 

Followed by drinks reception 
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Detailed Agenda 
Panel 1 09:15 - 10:45 

Ellen Gordon, Geography: What can affect and emotion contribute to the study 
of a postcolonial bureaucracy? 
Emiliano Travieso, History: The economics of slavery in the late-colonial 
River Plate 
Tami Okamoto, Geography: Decolonising Territory. Autonomous Territorial 
Planning among the Wampis Indigenous Government in the Peruvian Amazon 

Break  10:45 - 11:15 

Panel 2 11:15 - 12:45 

Agnes Gehbald, CLAS: Books, Prints, and Manuscripts: On the Coexistence of 
Media in Late Colonial Lima 
Victoria Adams, CLAS/MML: Material Virtuality: Rolé Carioca’s 
(Re)mapping of Rio de Janeiro 
Viviane Carvalho da Annunciação, CLAS/MML: Quincas Borba and the 
Allegory of Madness 

Lunch  12:45 - 13:45 

Panel 3 13:45 - 15:15 

Carly Rodgers, CLAS: The NGOization of Pro-Black Mobilization in Rio de 
Janeiro: An Investigation of Agency 
Jennifer Chisholm, Sociology: Favela, Sou Eu: Pride and Ambivalence About 
Self-Identifying as Favela Residents 
Laura Trajber Waisbich, Geography: Negotiating accountability in Brazilian 
South-South Cooperation for Development 

Break  15:15 - 15:45 

Panel 4 15:45 - 16:45 

Sibylla Warrington, Geography: Assembling acts of economic citizenship: 
indigenous and low-income women’s work in post-neoliberal Bolivia 
Sofía Ugarte, Social Anthropology: Haitian women and the problem of 
“difference” in the Chilean labour market 

Break  16:45 - 17:00 

Keynote 17:00 - 17:45 

Dr. Felipe Hernandez, Director of CLAS 

Followed by drinks reception 
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Abstracts & Bios 
	
Ellen	 Gordon	 (Geography)	 is in her first year of a PhD in the Geography 
department, following an MPhil at the Centre of Latin American Studies. She was 
born in the Channel Islands, but has lived mostly on the mainland, as well as in Spain 
and Colombia.	
	
Affect and emotion have been incorporated into many strands of geographic study in 
recent years (as well as into other disciplines such as cultural studies, anthropology 
and sociology) and have been used in a wide range of applications. These vary from 
broad-ranging theoretical works, that make a claim on a "new" form of politics, study 
the geography of "what happens" (Thrift, 2008: 2), or move 'beyond' the human 
(Deleuze, 1978), to close-contact studies of particular moments and spaces, for 
example rage in a crowd, a religious ceremony, or the production of social difference 
in societies (Canham, 2018; Schurr, 2013; Willis, 2018; Ahmed 2004 and 2010). In 
this paper, I draw out how I hope to use affect and emotion in my PhD project 
focusing on street-level bureaucrats in Ecuador, also considering how affect and 
emotion may be useful for studying bureaucracies in postcolonial contexts. I outline 
the potential use and impact of affect/emotion on my proposed methods and fieldwork 
and reflect upon some of the conceptual knots in my methodological framework. 
By observing the diverse interactions between street-level bureaucrats and ordinary 
citizens in Ecuador, both in training courses in Quito and in regional government 
offices, I aim to understand the quality and character of state-civil society encounters. 
Identifying affective and emotional charges in these encounters can contribute to a 
more complex understanding of a disaggregated state by problematising the Weberian 
concept of the rational bureaucrat. This may also clarify power relations and highlight 
remnants of colonial hierarchies inherent to bureaucratic encounters in the Ecuadorian 
context. I use this approach to consider how a heterogeneous study of encounters 
across the broad state-civil society spectrum can contribute to a multi-faceted 
understanding of what is happening regarding the proposed state transformations in 
Ecuador, and what kind of impact patterns and traces of coloniality (Quijano, 1998) 
have in everyday bureaucratic practices. 
	
Emiliano	 Travieso	 (History)	 was born in Montevideo, where he learnt to cook 
asado and took a degree in Economic History. He spent time at CEPAL in Santiago 
before taking an MPhil at Cambridge, where he is currently a PhD candidate working 
on the economic and environmental history of Uruguay before 1913. 
	
The last two decades have witnessed a historiographical reassessment of the scale and 
scope of slave trading and slave labour in the late-colonial River Plate (present-day 
Argentina and Uruguay). The new history of the trans-Atlantic slave trade 
fundamentally revised the scale and scope of slave trading in Montevideo and Buenos 
Aires, proving that in the last thirty years of colonial rule they were only second to 
Havana as slave ports in Spanish America. In parallel, a renaissance of rural 
historiography showed, largely through research on probate inventories, the 
widespread presence of slaves in the countryside, working alongside families and 
wage-earning peons, particularly in the export-oriented estancias. When considered 
together, these historiographical renovations have the potential to fundamentally 
challenge the prevailing narrative about the negligible influence of Africans and their 
descendants in the Argentina's and Uruguay's economic past. 
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This paper analyses the economic bases for slavery in the River Plate and its 
contribution to late-colonial growth, focusing on the Banda Oriental (present-day 
Uruguay) through the lens of the 'Nieboer-Domar' hypothesis. Using newly digitised 
data on land tenure and factor markets, I argue that agricultural land was relatively 
cheap compared to labour. This scenario created an incentive for larger estancias to 
acquire (often highly skilled) slaves for year-round tasks, which were crucial in 
keeping herds healthy and growing, whilst hiring additional free workers for seasonal 
work. Unravelling the logic behind this pattern of labour relations can contribute to a 
renewed understanding of the the early development of the livestock export economy 
in the River Plate, and therefore of the origins of the region's relative long-term 
prosperity in the Latin American context. 
	
Tami	 Okamoto	 (Geography)	 is a first year PhD student at the Department of 
Geography in Cambridge. Her work explores alternative concepts and uses of 
territory in collaboration with Amazonian indigenous peoples in Peru. She holds 
degrees from the University of British Columbia in Canada and the Norwegian 
University of Life Sciences. 
 
Territory has been central to geographical imagination and governing practices. 
Within Anglophone human geography and planning policy however, territory often 
remains as self-explanatory and epistemologically linked to the experiences of the 
modern Eurocentric nation-state (Painter, 2010; Allen, 2003, 2009, 2016; Elden, 
2013). Focused on Peru’s Amazon region, where the Wampis indigenous people has 
established itself as the first autonomous indigenous government in the country, the 
proposed research asks: To what extent does Wampis’ Autonomous Territorial 
Planning (ATP) open up spaces for alternative knowledge production and spatial 
epistemologies around territory in Peru? Through the Wampis ATP, the research will 
explore a sui generis experience of indigenous planning in Latin America aimed to 
strengthen autonomy and self-governance. Employing collaborative geographical 
methods, the enquiry theoretically engages literature on territory and indigenous 
geographies as well as decolonial approaches to posthumanist geography, 
development and state planning. As extractive frontiers and violent conflicts expand 
across indigenous territories exacerbating the contingencies of their autonomously 
driven territorial planning initiatives, the research interrogates prevailing colonial 
notions of territory and their influence on neoliberal cartographies and naturalised 
statecraft. 
 
Agnes	 Gehbald	 (CLAS)	 is PhD student and research assistant of the University of 
Cologne, Germany. The topic of her dissertation project is ‘Popular Print Culture and 
Reading in Late Colonial Peru’. At the moment, she is as Visiting PhD student at the 
CLAS. 
	
This dissertation is about the reach of reading material in late colonial Peru (ca. 1760-
1820). Books and prints will be studied as material objects of daily utility, by tracing 
them as commodities that circulated in the specific social setting of the last decades of 
the Peruvian Viceroyalty. Acknowledging its limits and despite all restrictions, local 
printing workshops and transoceanic import supplied the book market with 
unprecedented quantities, leading to a diverse composition of reading material. 
Through the distribution in shops and bookstalls as well as individual redistribution, 
books and prints became a daily commodity in the reach of many living in Lima. To a 
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comparable extent to the well-studied cases in Western Europe and North America, 
Peruvian readers partook in the print culture of the time. Although the spread of 
printing with moveable types had revolutionised the reproduction of the written word 
more than two centuries after the arrival of the technology, the printing press was only 
one method among others. In this talk, I will focus on the coexistence of manuscripts 
and printed books in colonial Peru, a topic little addressed but revealing when 
studying the print culture. Despite all the advantages of mechanical reproduction, 
manuscripts continued to circulate in large numbers at the end of colonial times and 
beyond. The relationship between the two media can rather be described as 
complementary than as competitive.   
	
Victoria	 Adams	 (CLAS/MML)	 has previously completed a B.A. in Hispanic Studies 
and Portuguese and Brazilian Studies at King’s College London and an MPhil in 
Latin American Studies at Cambridge University. She is currently carrying out a PhD 
in the Portuguese department at Cambridge University as a Cambridge Trust scholar. 
	
In Rio de Janeiro, narratives of the past are increasingly employed as a strategy to 
articulate disparate, competing visions of the city’s future. In this context, I explore 
the kinds of city space generated by haptic user navigation of online materials 
produced as part of Rolé Carioca, a Rio-based project which offers guided tours of a 
variety of Rio neighbourhoods. I argue that Rolé Carioca’s online production 
materialises and (re)maps competing visions of Rio, from the past and present, 
arranging them in ways that are “always already new” . To this end, I explore how 
Rolé Carioca’s online production instrumentalises and transfigures archival materials 
and Rio’s built environment. Additionally, I attend to the lacunae cultivated through 
these processes and the spectres that loom in them. This analysis leads to me to 
contend that such engagement maps users into and encourages them to consume, play 
in and with, and learn Rio in ways that elide neat distinctions between user and 
technology, online and offline, and inside and outside. 
	
Viviane	 Carvalho	 da	 Annunciação	 (CLAS/MML)	 is the author of a book on 
Northern Irish poetry, Exile, Home and City: The Poetic Architecture of 
Belfast (Humanitas, USP). She also wrote extensively on the connection between 
British and Brazilian Concrete Poetry. She teaches “Portuguese for Academic 
Purposes” at the Cambridge University Language Centre (CULP) and supervises/ 
lectures students of Portuguese for the MML/ CLAS. Her current PhD research 
includes tracing the aesthetic function of social and historical discourses of Madness 
in the oeuvre of Machado de Assis and new methodologies of language teaching and 
learning. 
	
This presentation will elaborate on the aesthetic and thematic function of madness, as 
a literary and sociological device, in the novel Quincas Borba (1891), by the Brazilian 
author, Machado de Assis. I am going to focus on construction of the character Sofia, 
which will be decodified as a fourfold allegory: 1) Literal: Sofia as a provocative 
woman, whose assertiveness and enchantments are dictated and controlled by a social 
climber (namely her husband) who wishes to display and exploit his possessions. 2) 
Tropological: Sofia as an abbreviation for (philo)Sofia, more precisely the irrational 
theory that Quincas calls ‘humanitismo’. 3) Allegorical: Sofia as the city of Rio de 
Janeiro, whose early-capitalist enterprises seduce and destroy its dwellers. 4) 
Anagogical: Sofia corresponds to the irrationality of the Brazilian society of the 
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period: dominated by a traditional, (in)human and ignorant aristocracy governed by 
imported rules. Ultimately, the thesis will show that Machado de Assis overcomes the 
dichotomy reason and unreason configuring a new Brazilian Realism – ironic, sceptic 
and flippant. 
 
Carly	 Rodgers	 (CLAS) is a PhD student at the Centre of Latin American Studies at 
the University of Cambridge. She received her MSc in Brazil in Global Perspective 
from the Brazil Institute at King’s College London and her BA(Honours) in Global 
Development Studies with a minor in Spanish and Latin American Studies from 
Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario.	
	
As a result of the neoliberal influences on the state and civil society, the last three 
decades have seen a significant transformation of the relationship 
between nongovernmental organizations and social movements throughout the globe. 
Debate has emerged, discussing and analyzing the phenomenon of the “NGOization 
of resistance,” a process of social movements and activists becoming co-opted 
by NGOs in search of legitimacy. Despite analysis exploring the influences 
and impacts of this trend in feminist, Indigenous, and 
environmental struggles throughout the globe, the current debate lacks an 
investigation of this phenomenon at its intersection with pro-Black activism. This 
paper examines the NGOization of pro-Black mobilization, looking specifically at the 
relationship between local pro-Black activists in the city of Rio de Janeiro and 
Anistia Internacional Brasil. 
	
Jennifer	 Chisholm	 (Sociology)	 is a PhD candidate in the Department of Sociology 
and originally from Cleveland, Ohio, USA. Her research interests include identity 
politics, land and housing rights, social movements, and tourism. 
	
My sociological PhD research project explores the right to housing and anti-eviction 
mobilization in Rio de Janeiro. During twelve months of ethnographic field research 
within the favela housing rights movement, I became aware of tensions surrounding 
the use of the term “favela” to describe communities of self-built housing traditionally 
outside of government regulation. “Favela” in Portuguese carries a similar 
connotation to “slum” and favela inhabitants are similarly stigmatized.  
An important site of mobilization in Rio is the Pastoral de Favelas, a social justice 
organization with ties to the Catholic church whose remit is to champion favela rights, 
including the right to housing. Within the Pastoral de Favelas is the Conselho Popular, 
a group of community leaders that meets regularly to share updates or to organize 
anti-eviction protests. Some leaders represent communities that are well-known as 
favelas and self-identify as such. However, other leaders—typically from smaller 
communities or who do not have the so-called favela aesthetic that characterizes 
larger favelas—do not always associate with the term. Instead, these leaders will use 
words like “comunidade” (community) or “vila” (villa) and will only identify their 
communities as favelas in certain situations (i.e. among their peers in the Pastoral de 
Favelas).  
In this paper, I argue that this ambivalence to self-identify as a favela originates from 
a desire to separate their communities from favela stigma—a stigma that has in part 
fueled mass evictions of favelas in recent years. At the same time, these community 
leaders need the political support and visibility that comes with associating with the 
Pastoral de Favelas and with the favela rights movement in general. It is my view that 
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regardless of the term used, these communities share an aspect in common with 
favelas: a state of informality that leads to the risk of eviction. 
	
Laura	 Trajber	 Waisbich	 (Geography)	 is a PhD candidate in Geography at 
Cambridge. She has 9 years of research and policy experience in the field of Brazilian 
foreign policy, international human rights and international development, particularly 
South-South Cooperation. Laura is affiliated with the Brazilian Centre for Analysis 
and Planning (CEBRAP) and the South-South Cooperation Research and Policy 
Centre (Articulação SUL), in Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
	
In the last few decades, Brazil has become an important actor in the increasingly 
contested and fragmented international development landscape and an exponent of the 
so-called South-South Cooperation for Development. Since the beginning of the 
2000s, Brazil’s development cooperation engagements also gained political visibility 
within the broader field of Brazilian foreign policy, generating growing domestic 
mobilisation within and outside the state. This paper unpacks this mobilisation 
through the lenses of emerging accountability politics in Brazilian South-South 
Cooperation for Development, understood as the ‘arenas of conflict over whether and 
how those in power are held publicly responsible’ for their foreign policy and 
international development cooperation related decisions. By empirically mapping the 
different types of accountability politics shaping Brazilian South-South Cooperation 
engagements, the types of conflict arenas, particular issues been negotiated, the main 
actors involved in these negotiations and their preferred framings, this paper sheds 
light into the contemporary politicisation dynamics of Brazilian foreign policy and 
Brazilian South-South Cooperation for Development and their potential 
democratising outcomes. This proposed paper is based on my ongoing doctoral 
research that seeks to investigate the politicisation of South-South Cooperation and 
the emergence of accountability debates in Brazil, India and China.	
	
Sibylla	 Warrington	 (Geography)	 is a PhD Student in Geography at the University 
of Cambridge. She is interested in exploring questions around gendered work and 
economic citizenship through an intersectional lens. 
	
Bolivia could be considered a paradigmatic case through which to study collective 
‘acts of citizenship’ by historically marginalized indigenous groups from the 2000s 
onwards (Rojas, 2013; Isin & Nielsen, 2008). Existing scholarship on (indigenous) 
women’s work, which has largely focused on highland women’s work as market 
vendors, has emphasised women’s collective organisation in claiming economic 
rights (Lazar, 2007). However, the focus on momentous acts of resistance, as well as 
on women’s work as market vendors, has resulted in limited attention to women’s 
agency at work when opportunities for collective action are limited.  Through a case 
study with peri-urban Guaraní and other low-income women in Santa Cruz de la 
Sierra, working in a variety of often casual and precarious roles, this paper aims to 
address this lacuna and contribute to intersectional theorizing on economic 
citizenship. Drawing on the concept of ‘ordinary’ citizenship as an ‘assemblage of 
law, norms, and everyday life’ (Staeheli et al., 2012, p. 635), this paper will ask 
whether marginalised women have been able to challenge a shifting and fractured 
colonial-patriarchal habitus to claim economic rights. The paper will argue that 
despite important legislative changes post-2006, continuing uneven gendered-
racialised-classed power in the context of an individualised, largely informal urban 
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labour market functions to constrain the potential and realisation of citizenship acts 
for many women. Yet this does not mean that marginalised women lack agency, 
displayed through certain ‘ambiguous’ (Darling, 2017) as well as symbolic acts, as 
women draw on new legislation following the Bolivian proceso de cambio to 
discursively constitute themselves as economic citizens. Attention to women’s 
constrained agency at work reveals some of the complex power geometries in the 
Bolivian post-neoliberal state through which low-income and racialised women’s 
citizenship continues to be truncated.  	
	
Sofía	 Ugarte	 (Social	 Anthropology)	 focuses focusing on the current experiences of 
Haitian women living and working in Santiago (Chile), based on ethnographic 
fieldwork conducted between 2016 and 2017. Her dissertation explores 
ethnographically economic concepts and practices and its relation to projects of state 
formation, using the experience of Haitian women who migrate to Chile, and the 
production of a racialised and gendered labour market as a point of departure for my 
reflection and analysis. Before coming to the Anthropology Department at the 
University of Cambridge, she completed the MSc in Social and Cultural 
Anthropology (University College London, 2013) and a BA in Sociology (P. 
Universidad Católica de Chile, 2010). 
 
Drawing upon participant observation with unemployed Haitian women living in 
Santiago (Chile), this paper explores the practices and encounters through which 
racialised and gendered differences are negotiated in the Chilean service economy and 
the migrant labour market.  If it can be argued that immaterial labour relies on human 
contact and interaction, in the case of Haitian women looking for work and training 
for jobs inside Chileans’ households this relational aspect is not only gendered but 
also deeply racialised.  Recruitment and training practices mark women’s bodies and 
appearance, by way of materialising their differences, producing boundaries and 
embodying fixities between who is Chilean and who is migrant.  This phenomenon is 
particularly relevant due to the increasing afro-Caribbean and afro-descendent 
population that has been migrating to Chile in the past years, being Haitians the 
biggest non-Spanish-speaking group, changing the country’s social landscape in the 
recent decade.   This presentation describes the experiences of Haitian women looking 
for jobs in the service economy, focusing on ethnographic encounters in migrant 
recruitment centres, job interviews and skills training programmes in different 
settings: as domestic workers, carers of elderly and sick people, janitors in 
subcontracting cleaning companies, and as housekeepers in small hotels.  Building 
upon scholarly work on the anthropology of racism and the work on immaterial 
labour I reflect on the paradox of immateriality of migrants’ domestic and care labour, 
in which “productivity, wealth, and the creation of social surpluses take the form of 
cooperative interactivity through linguistic, communicational, and affective networks” 
(Hardt and Negri 2000:294).  I will analyse how Haitian women’s body and talk are 
reshaped by recruiters according to racialised categories, modifying what Chilean 
employers call “disposición” or–an attitude towards work that was supposedly 
influenced by an indeterminate and ambiguous set of physical and psychological 
traits–, in order to make these applicants more employable and become part of the 
desired workforce. 


